Opening session of the INTACH-AITS workshop (AP_1)

A Galo community Healer demonstrating his skills (AP_7)

Prof A. Mitra addressing the audience (AP_9)

Mamang Dai speaking during the Valedictory Session (AP_10)

Interview with Pt. Santosh Kaushik (GarhM_061)

Interview with Acharya Vineet Pandey (GarhM_084)

Interview with Pt. Shiv Kumar Shankar (GarhM_086)

Interview with Kapil Sharma (GarhM_088)
Session taken by Dr. VB Mathur in the National conference, at Wildlife Institute of India in Dehradun (HIMA_1)

Welcome address being delivered by ICH Director, Nerupama Y. Modwel at the National Conference (HIMA_2)

Prof. Sarit Chaudhuri giving a presentation on tangible and intangible binaries at the National Conference. (HIMA_3)

Conference session in progress during National Conference at Wildlife Institute of India (HIMA_4)

Mr. Joshua Hishey and Ms. Richa Ghansiyal taking a session at the National Conference in Dehradun (HIMA_5)

Mr. Lyangsong Tamsang speaking about Lepcha people at the National Conference (HIMA_7)

Presentation by Dr. Malvika Onial on World Heritage Sites (HIMA_11)

Movie screening on festival of Kinnaur by Mr. Tashi Gyamba (HIMA_12)

Mr. Saleem Beg during his presentation at the conference (HIMA_13)
Dr. Stanzin Namgyal’s presentation during conference (HIMA_14)

Participants and delegates of the conference posing for a group photo (HIMA_15)

‘The Ganga as it flows’ by Professor Pushpesh Pant, Part-1 (LIV001)

‘The Ganga as it flows’ by Professor Pushpesh Pant, Part-2 (LIV002)

‘Literary Traditions of Allahabad’ by Professor Shabnam Hamid (LIV003)

An Interview with Rukmini Devi (RJPL004)

Perspective of an Historian: Dr Romila Thapar (RMN_006)

Perspective of an Historian: Dr Romila Thapar (RMN_007)

Perspective of a Scholar: Dr Satyavrat Shastri (RMN_008)
Perspective of a Scholar: Dr Satyavrat Shastri (RMN_009)

Perspective of an Institution: Chinmaya Mission (RMN_012)

Perspective of an Institution: Chinmaya Mission (RMN_013)

Perspective of an Institution: Chinmaya Mission (RMN_014)

Ayodhya: The Ethos of Rama (RMN_015)

Ayodhya: The Story of Sarayu (RMN_016)

Ayodhya: Madhupasana (RMN_017)

Inaugural session of the Conference on Oral Traditions: Continuity and Transformations - Northeast India and Southeast Asia, Shillong (SC_01)

Session at Don Bosco Centre for Indigenous Culture, Shillong (SC_02)
Lecture by Queenbala Marak (SC_03)

Conference Organisers Mr. Surajit Sarkar, Associate Professor, CCK, AUD and Ms. Nerupama Y. Modwel, Principal Director, ICH Division, INTACH (SC_06)

A visitor at the exhibition (at Shillong) of photographs by Dr. Verrier Elwin, 2016 (SC_07)

Prof. Amareswar Galla's speech (SC_08)

Release of the Book - 'Shadow and Light, A Kaleidoscope of Manipur' (SC_09)

Participants and Organizers on the last day of the Conference (SC_11)

Mr. Aiban S. Mawkhroh, spoke on 'Constancy and Change' (SC_13)
Ms Kelhouvinuo Suokhrie, spoke on Angami Naga (SC_14)

Dr. Laltluangliana Khiangte, on Mizo folk performances (SC_15)

Dr. Natalie Jo-Anne Diengdoh, on Naming ceremony of Khasi community (SC_16)

Dr. Queenbala Marak, on Pottery in the West Garo hills (SC_17)

Dr. Roslinabinti Abu Bakar, on Pantun Malay folk tales (SC_18)

Paper presented by Dr. Somrak Chaisingkananont (SC_19)
Dr. Tara Douglas, on 'Tales of the Tribes' (SC_20)

Dr. William Singh, on 'Body and Health' (SC_21)

Dr. Erik de Maaker, on Border themes (SC_22)

Mr. Akha K Mao on 'Mao-Nagas of three villages and their tradition of climbing Laizhu hill' (SC_23)

Dr. Alok Kumar Kanungo on 'Colonial efforts to collect objects belonging to the Nagas' (SC_24)

Dr. Archana Shastri on 'Transitions and transformations in material and visual representations in the regions of Northeast India' (SC_25)
Dr. Bina Gandhi Deori on 'Galo folklore' (SC_26)

Mr. Bipin Debbarma on 'Heritage and caste politics' (SC_27)

Dr. Desmond Kharmawphlang on 'Myths and Metaphors associated with Rice' (SC_29)

Dr. Dharitri Narzary on 'Bodo women in the state of Assam' (SC_30)

Mr. Gourachandra Singh shared his experiences as the founder of the People’s Museum in Manipur (SC_31)

Dr. Ivy Dhar spoke on 'Ka Jainsem Dhara' (SC_32)
Dr. Joy L K Pachuau shared her experiences while collecting photographs to recover the past and present of Mizoram (SC_33)

Dr. Kanchan Mukhopadhyay on 'The Austric speakers in India' (SC_34)

Mrs. Kitoli Naje on 'Tradition and customs in time and space' (SC_35)

Dr. Lotika Varadarajan spoke on 'Mizoram – Towards a Reconfiguration of Identity' (SC_36)

Ms. Lovitoli Jimo on 'The principles of Sumi marriages' (SC_37)

Dr. Manjeet Baruah on his translation of the Assamese novel, Aolingar Zui (SC_38)

Dr. Manjil Hazarika spoke about population movements across the Northeast (SC_39)
Dr. Oinam Hemlata Devi’s paper on ‘Dimensions of food’ (SC_40)

Dr. Saji Varghese on Rediscovering the cultural lineage of northeast India and southeast Asia (SC_41)

Dr. Sukanya Sharma on ‘Cultural traits to environment (the Palaeolithic environment), and to its habitat or ecology’ (SC_42)

Mr. Toki Blah on ‘Tradition and lessons for the 21st century man’ (SC_43)